
Soul Toolbox
Aswe come to the end of this adventure it’s good to build your own toolbox of things
you’ve learned fromdifferent professionals on the 21 day journey. It’s good to do
things that resonatewith you and this is an example of some techniques I use
everyday to connect on a soul level and setmy positive intentions for the day…my
favourite time is sitting on the beach at sunrise.

Meditation
This doesn’t need to be done in a particular way and it can be donewhile walking or
watching the sunrise or sunset. Fivemins is enough& short times throughout the
day can be better than one long session and helps keep you centred and calm. You
can download apps such as Insight Timer or Headspace for guidedmeditations or
You Tube have some different ones.
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Gratitude
We can often focus onwhat’s not working in our lives so it’s good to be grateful for
what we do have. Themore grateful we are themorewe attract good things in our
life to be grateful for. Imagine it’s like amagnet responding to your thoughts and
feelings. This can be donementally or youmight want to start a gratitude
journal…think of at least one thing every day.

Affirmations
Affirmations are very powerful statements to focus the intention onwhat wewant
to draw into our lives. They need to be positive, personal and in the present tense,
otherwise if we say something ‘will’ happen it will stay in the future. Find two or
three that resonate for you andwrite them somewherewhere you’ll remember to
say them…after a while theywill automatically pop into yourmind.

Visualization
Create amental picture in yourmind of your affirmations coming true and how life
would feel for you, this sets a very powerful intention for the Universe to draw into
your life things tomake it happen. Youmight want to create a vision / dreamboard
which is a collection of visual images to start to focus onwhat youwant in your life.
This is similar to daydreaming andwe’ve all imagines sitting on a tropical island
somewhere listening to thewaves!!

Itmight seem like lots of different things to do and it can take conscious effort in the
beginning, but once you get into a good routine theywill be as automatic as
brushing your teeth…plus youwill feel energized too!!

Have a great day!
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